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Abstract
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Although it is now generally accepted that the thalamus is more than a simple relay of sensory signals
to the cortex, we are just beginning to gain an understanding of how corticothalamic feedback
influences sensory processing. Results from an increasing number of studies across sensory systems
and different species reveal effects of feedback both on the receptive fields of thalamic neurons and
on the transmission of sensory information between the thalamus and cortex. Importantly, these
studies demonstrate that the corticothalamic projection cannot be viewed in isolation, but must be
considered as an integral part of a thalamo-cortico-thalamic circuit which intimately interconnects
the thalamus and cortex for sensory processing.

Introduction
Neurons in the sensory thalamus play an essential role in relaying information about the
external environment to the cerebral cortex. At first glance, this role may seem relatively
straightforward with the thalamus serving as a simple gate for information flow. A number of
recent studies, however, reveal a much more complex picture of thalamic function. Notably,
thalamic neurons receive robust input from corticothalamic feedback neurons thereby allowing
the cortex to communicate continuously with the thalamus during sensory processing. As a
consequence, the cortex has the opportunity to dynamically influence thalamic processing and
ultimately shape the nature of its own input.
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Corticothalamic feedback neurons reside in cortical layer 6 and give rise to axons that terminate
both in the thalamus and in the layers of the cortex that receive thalamic input [Figure 1;
reviewed in 1,2]. As a consequence, corticothalamic neurons are in a strategic position to
influence sensory processing. In addition to providing monosynaptic input to relay neurons in
the thalamus, the axons of corticothalamic neurons also provide input to two sources of
polysynaptic inhibition onto relay neurons—local inhibitory neurons and neurons in the RTN
[Figure 1; reviewed in 1,2]. Thus the influence of corticothalamic activity on thalamic function
is expected to be complex, with both excitatory and inhibitory components. In vitro studies
indicate that corticothalamic synapses have a low probability of release [3] and can experience
facilitation and augmentation with high frequency stimulation [4,5]. Whether or not these
effects exist in vivo and/or in the absence of anesthesia is unclear [6]. Nevertheless, there are
clear differences in the properties of corticothalamic inputs onto relay neurons and RTN
neurons, as EPSPs from corticothalamic synapses onto RTN neurons are sharper and display
less facilitation leading to greater temporal precision [7]. Finally, corticothalamic activation
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of RTN neurons can evoke a poly-synaptic spreading of IPSPs within the RTN [8], which may
further increase the temporal precision of RTN inhibition onto thalamic neurons.
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Because of the similarities in both the anatomy and cellular physiology of corticothalamic
neurons, it is tempting to suggest that corticothalamic neurons and their projections perform
similar functions across species and sensory modalities. Indeed, recent and exciting results
from studies examining feedback in the visual, auditory and somatosensory systems support
the notion of commonalities in corticothalamic function. Two prominent roles for
corticothalamic feedback are (1) feedback serves to sharpen the receptive fields and/or shift
the tuning of thalamic neurons, and (2) feedback serves to enhance the transmission of sensory
signals from the periphery to cortex. In the sections below, we review these new developments
in our understanding of corticothalamic function.

Corticothalamic feedback and thalamic receptive fields
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Several studies examining sensory processing in the thalamic nuclei serving vision, audition,
and somatosensation (LGN, MGB and VPM/VPL, respectively) identify a role for
corticothalamic feedback in shaping the receptive fields of thalamic neurons. Because neurons
in these nuclei have receptive fields that closely resemble those of their afferent input, the
influence of feedback is arguably subtle. Still, feedback appears to enhance responses among
selected ensembles of thalamic neurons that are tuned to the same properties as the active
corticothalamic neurons.
A clear demonstration of this effect comes from research by Suga and colleagues on the
auditory system of the bat. These studies led to the term ‘egocentric selection’ to describe a
feedback-dependent shift in the tuning of MGB neurons toward the preferred frequency of
active feedback neurons [9]. More recent work reveals similar egocentric effects of feedback
in both the MGB and inferior colliculus of mice [10,11•].
In the somatosensory system of rodents, recent work suggests that corticothalamic projections
evoke similar egocentric enhancement of thalamic activity. For instance, stimulation of barrels
in primary somatosensory cortex increases the direction selectivity of VPM barreloid neurons
tuned to the same direction and changes the selectivity of barreloid neurons tuned to different
directions [12••]. Furthermore, stimulation of mismatched barrels suppresses VPM responses
[12••,13]. These findings have been described by Simons and colleagues as evidence for a
topographic organization for corticothalamic feedback [13], and while ‘egocentric’ and
‘topographic’ cannot be used interchangeably, the underlying mechanisms may be similar.
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The corticothalamic projection in the visual system likely functions in a similarly topographic,
if not also egocentric, manner [reviewed in 14]. For instance, corticothalamic feedback has
been shown to sharpen the border of the classical receptive field [15–18, but see 19,20]. Similar
effects have also been reported for the somatosensory thalamus [21]. Corticothalamic feedback
has also been shown to selectively enhance the activity of groups of LGN neurons aligned
along the orientation axis of their inputs from visual cortex [22•,23], analogous to the egocentric
modification described above.
Thus strong evidence from the auditory, somatosensory and visual systems suggests that one
of the roles of the corticothalamic pathway is to selectively enhance specific populations of
thalamic neurons with similar or aligned response properties. This could occur at the level of
single cells or ensembles of cells and is predicted to depend on the receptive field properties
of feedback neurons and thalamic target neurons as well as the specificity of feedforward and
feedback projections.
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Corticothalamic feedback and thalamocortical communication
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In addition to influencing the shape and strength of thalamic receptive fields, corticothalamic
feedback may also enhance the transmission of sensory information from the thalamus to the
cortex. This could occur by increasing the gain or responsiveness of thalamic neurons to
sensory stimuli, improving the reliability of thalamic responses, and/or altering the temporal
patterns of activity among individual thalamic neurons and neuronal ensembles.
Corticothalamic feedback has been shown to influence the gain and responsiveness of thalamic
neurons at both local and global levels. At the local level, studies from the somatosensory,
auditory and visual system show that corticothalamic feedback can selectively increase the
gain of sensory responses among individual thalamic neurons [9,13,24–26]. At the global level,
corticothalamic projections contribute to the neuronal circuitry involved with adjusting the
responsiveness of thalamic neurons (and activity patterns) during sleep and wakefulness
(reviewed in 27). Corticothalamic feedback is also likely to contribute to the effects attention
can have on sensory responses in the thalamus [28–30]. Somewhat related, recent and exciting
work from the somatosensory system indicates that corticothalamic feedback increases
thalamic responses to painful stimuli and increases information flow between the thalamus and
somatosensory cortex [31••,32••]. Although pain and attention are clearly not identical, similar
mechanisms could be utilized by feedback to mediate such global effects.
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Corticothalamic feedback may also influence thalamocortical communication by increasing
the reliability of thalamic responses to sensory stimulation. Indeed, recent work in the visual
system indicates that feedback can reduce the variability of LGN responses to repeated
presentations of a visual stimulus [23,33]. Along these lines, thalamic neurons produce two
categories of spikes—burst spikes and tonic spikes [34]. Although there is some controversy
over the extent to which corticothalamic feedback influences these two response modes [35–
38], recent work indicates that bursts spikes display more reliability and temporal precision
than tonic spikes [39,40]. Much of the excitement surrounding the topic of burst spikes stems
from results showing that burst spikes are more effective at driving cortical responses than
tonic spikes [41]. In addition, it has been suggested that corticothalamic feedback generates
conductance noise within the thalamus which can serve to mix burst and tonic firing thereby
creating a more linear transfer function for thalamocortical inputs [42].
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A growing body of work indicates that corticothalamic feedback may influence sensory
processing over different time scales. For instance, several studies identify distinct classes of
corticothalamic neurons that vary widely in the conduction latency of their feedback axons
[43–47•]. Notably, these studies all describe a class of fast-conducting corticothalamic neurons
with latencies for signal propagation between cortex and thalamus of 1–7 msec. These neurons
are therefore particularly well suited for rapid modulation of ongoing thalamic activity. In the
corticogeniculate pathway of the monkey, some of these neurons also receive monosynaptic,
suprathreshold input from the thalamus, thereby completing the thalamo-cortico-thalamic loop
with just a single cortical synapse [47•]. Perhaps most interesting of these observations,
however, is the finding that corticothalamic neurons as a population operate at multiple speeds
and are thus capable of modulating the temporal dynamics of thalamic neurons on multiple
time scales.
Corticothalamic feedback may also serve to influence correlations in activity among large
ensembles thalamic neurons. Along these lines, Destexhe et al [48] proposed a model whereby
corticothalamic projections increase thalamic synchrony and consequently coherent
oscillations in the cortico-thalamo-cortical loop. In support for this model, later work found
that corticothalamic stimulation triggers different patterns of correlated activity within the
thalamus dependent on stimulation mode and inhibitory activity in the RTN [49]; and that some
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patterns of thalamic activity result in greater synchronization across neurons via a redistribution
of their spike timing [50].
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Synchronized activity between the thalamus and cortex may also depend on membrane
potential fluctuations occurring on slow (< 1 Hz) time scales, called Up/Down states, which
bare similarities to wakeful activity [51]. For instance, recent work shows that thalamocortical
activation can trigger cortical Up states [52,53]. Furthermore, there may be a link between
membrane state fluctuations and correlated oscillations in the thalamus and cortex, as statedependent corticothalamic activation of thalamic neurons may contribute to coherent
oscillations [54]. Finally, as recent studies reveal increased neuronal responses to stimuli during
specific membrane states [55–57••,58,59], the relationship between cortico-thalamo-cortical
loops and correlated activity at slow and fast frequencies will be an important topic for further
exploration.

Conclusions
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Despite the clear gaps in our understanding of corticothalamic function and sensory processing
in the thalamus, great strides have been made in the past decade. In addition to effects on the
receptive field profiles of thalamic neurons, an increasing number of studies reveal an influence
of feedback on the temporal properties of thalamic responses. Perhaps most important is the
growing appreciation for the view that corticothalamic feedback does not operate in isolation,
but rather as an integral part of a dynamic circuit linking the thalamus and sensory cortex. This
circuit is likely to comprise multiple channels and cell types, each performing specific functions
and operating with distinct neuronal ensembles to accomplish the complicated task of
processing and communicating sensory information.

Abbreviations
LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus; MGB, medial geniculate body; VPL, ventral posterior lateral
nucleus; VPM, ventral posterior medial nucleus; RTN, reticular nucleus of the thalamus.
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Figure 1.

Schematic diagram of thalamo-cortico-thalamic circuitry. Thalamocortical neurons (blue)
receive peripheral inputs and project axons to layer 4 of primary sensory cortex.
Corticothalamic neurons (red) receive local input from thalamocortical recipient layer 4 and
provide output to layer 4 and to the thalamus. Corticothalamic projections also supply disynaptic inhibition to thalamic neurons via RTN inhibitory neurons and local thalamic
interneurons (black).
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